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BLOGTABLE: WORRIED ABOUT HAWKS? 

 By NBA.com Staff 

> The Hawks have lost three in a row for the first time all season. Is this team simply in neutral, 

coasting to the finish line, or have the Hawks run out of gas? 

Steve Aschburner, NBA.com: Some of the Hawks’ remarkable achievements have caught up with 

them, in terms of trying to maintain such excellence so long (think Indiana last season), and some of 

what befalls any NBA team has been in play too. As in injuries to Kyle Korver and Mike Scott. Once a 

lot of us in the media started saying, “Yeah, we’re convinced now that Atlanta is good. But let’s see what 

happens in the postseason…,” it seemed only fair that the Hawks might embrace a little of that attitude, 

too. 

Fran Blinebury, NBA.com: I’ll go with neither. The Hawks are hardly coasting and I don’t believe they’ve 

hit the wall. It’s a long, long season and virtually every team goes through some kind of funk. But I’m 

thinking that by the time the playoffs start in three weeks, the Hawks will have rediscovered their 

Uptown Funk and gon’ give it to you. 

Scott Howard-Cooper, NBA.com: First of all, the losses were to the Warriors and Spurs (plus also the 

Thunder with Russell Westbrook getting a triple-double). Secondly, it’s was three games. So, no. I’m not 

seeing running out of gas yet. I’m not seeing coasting either. If this continues for a couple weeks, if the 

Hawks start falling over face first against Orlando, Charlotte and Detroit within the next five games, then 

we’ll have something to talk about. Right now, it’s nothing beyond the same tough stretch every team 

navigates. 

Shaun Powell, NBA.com: Look, the Hawks simply couldn’t play any better than they did from December 

through February. Eventually, a slide was coming; the only question was how much? It’s tough to place 

a sense or urgency on their latest performance only because we’re in the dog days. I trust Al Horford 

will snap out of it as well as the Hawks once the games take on a greatest sense of importance. That 

said: Cleveland and LeBron are the favorites coming out of the East, and I thought that way even at the 

height of Hawksmania. 

John Schuhmann, NBA.com: They lost to the Warriors, Thunder and Spurs, and they were missing Kyle 

Korver in the first two games. Questions about how well their defense (which has been really bad in 

the three games) will hold up in the playoffs are legit, but it’s not time to panic just yet. 

Sekou Smith, NBA.com:  They are certainly not out of gas. And you don’t win 55 games with a month 

left in the season coasting or stuck in neutral. The Hawks simply ran into that tough stretch of the 

season where you get exposed a bit. It’s nothing that cannot be cured with some intensive film study, a 

little introspection and the return to health of several key players who have dealt with injury concerns 

since the All-Star break. Beyond that, there is nothing to see here folks … until the playoffs get 

underway. 



Ian Thomsen, NBA.com: There is no shame in losing at Golden State and OKC or at home to the Spurs. 

And there was no way for the Hawks to maintain their high level of efficiency all season long — as the 

Warriors have also discovered recently. This little dip should have no bearing on the playoffs, when the 

Hawks’ success will be defined by the matchups. 

Lang Whitaker, NBA.com’s All Ball blog: Oh, so here it comes. All Atlanta fans knew this was in the 

cards, because no matter how great things are going, this is how it always ends for Atlanta sports teams 

— in disaster and sadness and disappointment and despair. Except maybe not this time? Because even 

though the Hawks have lost three in a row, I’m not ready to count them out just yet. They’ve been 

without Kyle Korver, Mike Scott and Thabo Sefolosha, three of their best eight players. If anything, their 

absence has highlighted how important having a full complement of players is for this team. It’s not any 

one guy, it’s not the four All-Stars, the Atlanta Hawks are a team where guys one through 15 each 

matter. 

 


